
Ebooktoria
React - TypeScript - TailwindCSS - Prisma - GraphQL
Ebooktoria is a project that helps you keep your favorite
ebooks in one place.

Use GraphQL to query data from a created API.
Authentication system using NextAuth.
Prisma ORM to access and manage the database.

A specialized application designed for dentists to monitor the
most performed procedures in their clinics and track performance
trends over time.

Complex data system implemented with Day.js library.
Accessible design system using RadixUI library.
Data validation with Zod library.
Modern pie chart created with ApexCharts library.

A registration form created with React and Typescript using
React-Hook-Form library for form validation. It's integrated with
ChakraUI and with Realtime Database from Firebase.

Password strength meter.
Light / Dark mode.

React-form
Vite - React - TypeScript - ChakraUI - Firebase

Dental Procs
React - TypeScript - TailwindCSS - Node - Prisma - MySQL

A modern watch store website created with React, Redux and
TailwindCSS. 

Use Redux Toolkit for state management.

Watch Store
React - Redux - TypeScript - TailwindCSS

MyDearPage
HTML - CSS - JavaScript - Node - Express
MyDearPage is a personalized start webpage to kickstart your
web browsing. (weather app | to-do list | clock | wallpaper)
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ABOUT ME

A dedicated front-end developer who also
has a solid knowledge of back-end
technologies. One of my strongest
qualities is my ability to effectively
tackle and solve problems, a skill I honed
through programming. Find more about
me and all my projects in my Portfolio.
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github.com/gabrielpenteado

gabrielpenteado.vercel.app

LANGUAGES

English
Portuguese

CERTIFICATES

CS50 - Certificate
  CS50x - Harvard University

HTML / CSS
JavaScript
React
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TailwindCSS
Next
Redux
Node
Express
Linux

MySQL
Prisma
MongoDB
GraphQL
Docker
Jest
Figma
Git
GitHub
VSCode
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